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Introduction

The lithium beam diagnostic at JET provides information about the electron density in the

scrape-off-layer and pedestal region. The density is reconstructed from the spatial profile of

the 2p line emission of a collisionally excited neutral lithium beam (energy typically 60 keV),

which is injected into the plasma edge from the top of the machine parallel to the direction of

the Z coordinate. The spatial and temporal resolution achieved at JET is ∆t ≈ 10ms, ∆Z ≈ 1cm.

The beam emission is observed using a periscope[1]. The reconstruction uses a probabilistic

inversion procedure which is based on a collisional-radiative model for the beam-plasma inter-

action [2].

Apparatus Function of the Observation Periscope

The diagnostic model was extended by a description of the spatial averaging of the beam

emission caused by the finite resolution of the beam periscope. Without a detailed description

of the apparatus function of the imaging periscope, an overshooting of the reconstructed density

was observed for profiles with very steep density pedestal. For a local beam emission of the form

ε(R,Z,Φ) = ε(Z) · s(R,Φ), where ε(Z) is given by the collisional radiative model and s(R,Φ)

is the transversal beam current distribution, the intensity Ii observed by channel i is proportional

to (line of sight volume Vi)

Ii ∝
∫

Vi

ε(R,Z,Φ) dRdZ dΦ =
∫ Z1

Z0

ε(Z′)
∫

A(Z′)
s(R,Φ)dRdΦ

︸ ︷︷ ︸
wi(x′)

dZ′, (1)
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Figure 1: Spatial averaging of the optics and effect of non perpendicular flux surfaces, the beam
width (FWHM) is typically 2cm.

where the transformed coordinate Z′ = Z + f (R) is chosen to take into account the shape of flux

surfaces, which is not perpendicular to the injected beam. Note that the Jacobi determinant of the

transformed coordinates equals one for this transformation. f (R) is the approximate deviation of

the flux surfaces from the perpendicular plane (compare Figure 1). The one dimensional beam

emission model is convoluted with the weight function w(Z) to take into account the spatial

averaging. w(Z) is computed numerically for each pulse depending on the adjustable angle

of the observation α (typically up to 30◦). The improved model allows the inversion of beam

emission profiles even for steep density pedestals. The resolution capabilities of the lithium

beam diagnostic were studied using simulated data. Density profiles with pedestal widths of

1cm at the mid-plane can be successfully reconstructed using the improved model.

Combined Fit with Data from High Resolution Thomson Scattering
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Figure 2: Fit of the combined density profile (JET
Pulse Number JPN: 79697, time=14.805s). The
HRTS data points which complement the density
profile at the pedestal top are marked using stars.
The density profile from reflectometry is shown for
comparison.

The data from the lithium beam diag-

nostic, which provides information about

the plasma edge (scrape-off-layer and

pedestal) is combined with data from the

high resolution Thomson scattering sys-

tem (HRTS), providing reliable informa-

tion about the plasma core and top of the

pedestal region. Note that the data from

the two diagnostics don’t have to be spa-

tially shifted for the analysis. It was shown

using a set of steady state L-Mode phases,

in which the smoother pedestal region al-

lows to assess spatial offsets between both

diagnostics, that both systems agree to
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within 1..2cm. Since HRTS data is only taken into account in the pedestal top region, where

the profile is relatively flat, a shift of that magnitude has a negligible influence on the profile.

The combined profiles from HRTS and lithium beam have been fitted using a modified tanh

function to extract parameters characterizing the pedestal region, i.e. width and height as well

as the density at the pedestal foot:

ne(R′) = ne,sol +0.5 · (ne,ped−ne,sol) ·
(

eR′(1+R′ sped)− e−R′(1+R′ ssol)
eR′+ e−R′ +1

)
(2)

where R′(R) := R−R0
2·wne

and R0 is the symmetry point of the tanh function, ne,ped and ne,sol are the

densities at the pedestal top and foot and sped and ssol are the slope of the density at the pedestal

top and foot and wne is the pedestal width. See Figure 2 for an example. The results have been

validated using different fit procedures as described by [5].

Comparison to Results from the High Resolution Thomson Scattering Diagnostic
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Figure 3: Comparison between pedestal width
obtained by the Thomson scattering and the
lithium beam diagnostic.

The results have been compared to re-

sults obtained from ELM synchronized, av-

eraged HRTS data obtained during a steady

state phase (JPN 79499, t =18.5..22.5s), see

Figure 3. By looking at averaged profiles,

the pedestal width can be extracted from the

HRTS diagnostic alone and a steepening of

the pedestal during the ELM cycle was re-

ported [4] that can be confirmed with better

time resolution using the lithium beam data.

A comparison to fits of data from fast sweep-

ing reflectometry [3] performed for JPN 79697 also showed good agreement.

Trends in the Pedestal Width of Selected Pulses

In Figure 4, the pedestal width and height are shown for a number of pulses. Two clusters

can be identified in the data: L-Mode plasmas tend to show a wide pedestal at low pedestal

top densities, while H-Mode plasmas typically have a steep pedestal and reach higher densities.

Despite this general trend, some L-Mode plasmas have quite narrow pedestals at low densities.

A neutral penetration model [6] predicts a pedestal width of

∆ne =
2Vn

< σive > Ene,ped
, (3)
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where Vn is the inward velocity of neutral hydrogen atoms perpendicular to the magnetic sur-

face, < σive > is the ionization rate coefficient at separatrix conditions (density and tempera-

ture), E quantifies the effect of the variation of the flux surface distances at the positions of the

fueling and the position where the profile is measured.
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Figure 4: Pedestal width measured during a number of
pulses as function of pedestal top density. The data from dif-
ferent pulses are shown in different colors. The black band
following a 1/ne,ped dependence is the lower limit of the
prediction of the model by Mahdavi et al. [6], the circles in-
dicate the two clusters associated with L-Mode and H-Mode
plasmas, respectively.

In order to assess Vn, Mahdavi

et al. [6] assume a velocity dis-

tribution of the neutrals which is

composed of two major contri-

butions: Franck-Condon neutrals

with temperatures 3eV and those

that have charge-exchanged with

plasma ions and have a temper-

ature like the ions at the last

closed flux surface. The band in

Figure 4 is obtained by assum-

ing a Franck-Condon dominated

neutral population, which gives a

lower limit for the penetration of

the neutrals. Especially at higher

densities, the contribution from

charge-exchange neutrals should broaden the pedestal width. A more accurate description of

the neutral velocity can in principle be obtained using neutral fueling models but was not per-

formed for this analysis.

The neutral penetration model correctly predicts the overall magnitude of the observed pedestal

width. Without correction for the increase of the neutral velocity with rising densities, it predicts

a narrowing of the pedestal as function of density. This agrees to some extent with the overall

structure of the data showing two clusters of L- and H-mode plasmas, but does not describe the

behaviour of the data within the two clusters or at high densities.
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